
Cattle Branding – Steps to Completion 

 

I wanted to create the look of a loosely painted watercolor with just faint outlines from this photo shot 

at a Cattle Branding round up on the Eastern Plains of Colorado. 

 

Figure 1: Starting Photo 

  



Step 1 – Flatten the color and lighten the background 

 

Figure 2: Step 1 

The first step was done in Topaz Simplify using the BuzzPro Filter. This enhanced the color saturation 

and flattens the color in the image. I then lightened the background about 60% so that the people in the 

foreground stood out better. 

  



Step 2 – Abstraction 

To get the hand painted look, I needed to abstract the image. There are a number of programs I could 

have used including Fotosketcher, Topaz Impressions, Mediachance Dynamaic Auto Painter, or 

Microsoft Digital Image Pro. Since most of the fore-mentioned programs had not been written when I 

created this, I used a somewhat “hacked” version of Digital Image Pro in which I replaced their default 

brushed with ones of my design. I then used the Effects generator with one of the Charcoal filter and my 

own brush design to create this rendition. One of the features I like about this and the other programs I 

mention is their ability to rebuild the image using an actual brush stroke template giving it a much more 

painterly look. 

 

Figure 3: Step 3 Abstracting the Image 

  



Step 3 – Creating the Outline 

  I then went back to the original photo and ran it through some of the line draw filters in Topaz Simplizy 

to get a loose sketched look outline. 

 

Figure 4: Step 3 Creating the Outline 

  



Step 4: Combining the Images and Adding the Watercolor Texture 

Paintings done with Real Watercolor paints and paper have a lot of small nuances and tone and textures 

that just cannot be done using the simple paper effect filters. Instead I resort to the actual painted 

backgrounds. The end result is a much more realistic look. 

 

Figure 5: Step 4 Background textures 

In this example I’ve taken one of my catalog of Watercolor Backgounds that I created just making some 

brushstrokes with watercolor paints on good watercolor paper, and then scanning them in as gray scale 

images. It gives the final image an irregular textured look that captures all the nunaces of real water 

media on paper. I then added this as a layer using the Overlay Composite method. 

  



Step 5: Ragged Edged 

. The final step was to add a ragged border. Corel Painter has a Composite Layer feature called Magic 

Combine. Using this layer composite method all the black areas become clear, letting the image show 

through 

 

 

Figure 6 Adding a Ragged Edge 

  



The Final Result 

 

Figure 7: Final Result 


